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a b s t r a c t 

Multi-output regression problems have extensively arisen in modern engineering community. This article 

investigates the state-of-the-art multi-output Gaussian processes (MOGPs) that can transfer the knowl- 

edge across related outputs in order to improve prediction quality. We classify existing MOGPs into two 

main categories as (1) symmetric MOGPs that improve the predictions for all the outputs, and (2) asym- 

metric MOGPs, particularly the multi-fidelity MOGPs, that focus on the improvement of high fidelity out- 

put via the useful information transferred from related low fidelity outputs. We review existing sym- 

metric/asymmetric MOGPs and analyze their characteristics, e.g., the covariance functions (separable or 

non-separable), the modeling process (integrated or decomposed), the information transfer (bidirectional 

or unidirectional), and the hyperparameter inference (joint or separate). Besides, we assess the perfor- 

mance of ten representative MOGPs thoroughly on eight examples in symmetric/asymmetric scenarios by 

considering, e.g., different training data (heterotopic or isotopic), different training sizes (small, moderate 

and large), different output correlations (low or high), and different output sizes (up to four outputs). 

Based on the qualitative and quantitative analysis, we give some recommendations regarding the usage 

of MOGPs and highlight potential research directions. 

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

Computer simulators, e.g., computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 

and finite element analysis (FEA), have gained popularity in many 

scientific fields to simulate various physical problems. For com- 

putationally expensive simulators, we usually employ surrogates 

to approximate the input-output relationship in order to relieve 

computational budget [1–3] . As a statistical surrogate model that 

provides not only the predictions but also the relevant uncertainty, 

Gaussian process (GP) has been gaining widespread applications, 

e.g., small- or large-scale regression [4–6] , dimensionality re- 

duction [7] , Bayesian optimization [8] , uncertainty quantification 

[9] and time-series analysis [10] . 

Typical GPs are usually designed for single-output scenarios 

wherein the output is a scalar. However, the multi-output prob- 

lems have arisen in various fields, e.g., environmental sensor net- 

works [11] , robot inverse dynamics [12] , multivariate physiological 

time-series analysis [13] , structural design [14] , and aircraft design 

[15] . Suppose that we attempt to approximate T outputs { f t } 1 ≤ t ≤ T , 

one intuitive idea is to use the single-output GP (SOGP) to approx- 
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imate them individually using the associated training data D t = 

{ X t , y t } , see Fig. 1 (a). Considering that the outputs are correlated 

in some way, modeling them individually may result in the loss of 

valuable information. Hence, an increasing diversity of engineering 

applications are embarking on the use of multi-output GP (MOGP), 

which is conceptually depicted in Fig. 1 (b), for surrogate modeling. 

The study of MOGP has a long history and is known as 

multivariate Kriging or Co-Kriging [16–19] in the geostatistic com- 

munity; it also overlaps with the broad field of multi-task learning 

[20,21] and transfer learning [22,23] of the machine learning com- 

munity. The MOGP handles problems with the basic assumption 

that the outputs are correlated in some way. Hence, a key issue 

in MOGP is to exploit the output correlations such that the outputs 

can leverage information from one another in order to provide more 

accurate predictions in comparison to modeling them individually. 

Existing MOGPs can in general be classified into two categories: 

(1) symmetric MOGPs and (2) asymmetric MOGPs. Symmetric 

MOGPs use a symmetric dependency structure to capture the out- 

put correlations and approximate the T outputs simultaneously. 

Therefore, these MOGPs usually have an integrated modeling 

process, i.e., fusing all the information in an entire covariance 

matrix, which leads to bidirectional information transfer between 

the outputs. Typically, the symmetric MOGPs attempt to improve 

the predictions of all the outputs in symmetric scenarios, where 
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Fig. 1. Illustration of (a) the SOGP and (b) the MOGP. 

the outputs are of equal importance and have roughly equivalent 

training information. 

On the contrary, asymmetric MOGPs, which have an asym- 

metric dependency structure specifically designed for asymmetric 

scenarios, target to enhance the primary output predictions by 

transferring useful knowledge from other related secondary out- 

puts. 1 The basic assumption is that the primary output has a few 

training points, but the secondary outputs, also denoted as source 

domains in transfer learning [24–26] , usually have sufficient train- 

ing points. Here, we particularly restrict ourselves to a hierarchical 

asymmetric scenario where the simulator for the physics-based 

problem of interests has multiple levels of fidelity. Regarding them 

as different outputs, the version with the highest fidelity is the 

primary output, which has been deem to give the most accurate 

predictions but is most time-consuming; whereas the simple and 

fast versions with declining fidelities provide coarse predictions, 

which however include the main features of the engineering 

problem and thus are useful for preliminary exploration. This 

kind of asymmetric multi-output modeling is often referred to as 

multi-fidelity modeling or variable fidelity modeling [27–29] . 

This article intends to (1) review and analyze the characteris- 

tics and differences of the state-of-the-art symmetric/asymmetric 

MOGPs, (2) investigate the potential of MOGPs over the typical 

SOGP on symmetric/asymmetric examples, and (3) give some 

recommendations regarding the usage of MOGPs. 

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. 

Section 2 introduces the general single-/multi-output GP modeling 

framework. Thereafter, the existing symmetric and asymmetric 

MOGPs are reviewed and analyzed in Section 3 and Section 4 , 

respectively. Section 5 further discusses the inference methods 

as well as the computational considerations to implement these 

MOGPs in practice. Subsequently, Section 6 investigates the perfor- 

mance and characteristics of symmetric MOGPs on four symmetric 

examples. Moreover, Section 7 studies the asymmetric/symmetric 

MOGPs on four asymmetric examples. Last, some concluding 

remarks are provided in Section 8 . 

2. Single-/multi-output Gaussian process modeling framework 

In the multi-output scenario, assume that X = { x t,i | t = 

1 , . . . , T ; i = 1 , . . . , n t } and y = { y t,i = y t (x t,i ) | t = 1 , . . . , T ; i = 

1 , . . . , n t } are the collection of training points and associated obser- 

vations for T outputs { f t } 1 ≤ t ≤ T . Suppose that N = 

∑ T 
t=1 n t , the ma- 

trix X ∈ R N ×d has T blocks with the t -th block X t = { x t, 1 , . . . , x t,n t } T 
corresponding to the training set for output f t ; the vector y ∈ R N ×1 

also has T components with y t = { y t, 1 , . . . , y t,n t } T corresponding to 

the observations of f t at X t . 

Given the training data D = { X, y } for T outputs, the task is to 

learn a MOGP model as 

MOGP : �d → � f 1 × · · · × � f T 

where �d represents the d -dimensional input space, and � f t 
represents the output space for f t ( x ). In this article, we assume 

1 Though symmetric MOGPs are available in asymmetric scenarios (see the illus- 

tration examples in [13] ), they may be not so effective as the particularly designed 

asymmetric MOGPs. 

that all the T outputs share the same input space. 2 Besides, for the 

training sets, we consider two configurations below: 

– Heterotopic data . It means the T outputs have different training 

sets, i.e., X 1 � = ��� � = X T . The heterotopic data often occurs in the 

scenario where the T output responses at a point x can be 

obtained by separate simulations. 

– Isotopic data . It indicates the T outputs have the same training 

set, i.e., X 1 = · · · = X T = X . The isotopic data often occurs in 

the scenario where the T output responses at a point x can be 

obtained simultaneously through a single simulation. 

For the modeling of the outputs, this article considers two 

scenarios below: 

– Symmetric scenario . In this scenario, the T outputs are of equal 

importance and have the same number of training points, 

i.e., n 1 = · · · = n T = n . This scenario attempts to improve the 

predictions of all the outputs and has been popularly studied in 

multi-output regression [30] . Both the heterotopic data and the 

isotopic data are available in this scenario, and the symmetric 

MOGPs can be used here. 

– Asymmetric scenario . In this article, it particularly refers to the 

hierarchical multi-fidelity scenario where n 1 > ��� > n T . This 

scenario attempts to improve the predictions of the expensive 

high fidelity (HF) output f T by transferring information from 

the inexpensive low fidelity (LF) outputs { f t } 1 ≤t≤T −1 . Note that 

only the heterotopic training data occurs in this scenario, and 

both the symmetric and asymmetric MOGPs can be used here. 

Throughout the section, we first introduce the typical single- 

output GP modeling framework, followed by the general multi- 

output GP modeling framework. 

2.1. Single-output Gaussian process 

Typical single-output GP (SOGP) attempts to approximate the 

target output f ( x ) where x ∈ R d by interpreting it as a probability 

distribution in function space as 

f (x ) ∼ GP (m (x ) , k (x , x 

′ )) , (1) 

which is completely defined by the mean function m ( x ), which 

is usually taken as zero without loss of generality, and the co- 

variance function k ( x, x ′ ). The well-known squared exponential 

(SE) covariance function [4] , which is infinitely differentiable and 

smooth, is expressed as 

k SE (x , x 

′ ) = σ 2 
f exp 

(
−1 

2 

(x − x 

′ ) T P −1 (x − x 

′ ) 
)
, (2) 

where the signal variance σ 2 
f 

represents an output scale am- 

plitude; the diagonal matrix P ∈ R d ×d contains the characteristic 

length scales { l 2 
i 
} 1 ≤i ≤d that represent the oscillation frequencies 

along different directions. 

In many realistic scenarios, we only have the observation of 

the exact function value as 

y (x ) = f (x ) + ε, (3) 

2 Some works have considered the scenario where the outputs have different in- 

put spaces, see the review paper [22] . 
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